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First-Principles Calculation of the Bulk Photovoltaic Effect in Bismuth Ferrite
Abstract
We compute the bulk photovoltaic effect (BPVE) in BiFeO3 using first-principles shift current theory,
finding good agreement with experimental results. Furthermore, we reconcile apparently contradictory
observations: by examining the contributions of all photovoltaic response tensor components and
accounting for the geometry and ferroelectric domain structure of the experimental system, we explain
the apparent lack of BPVE response in striped polydomain samples that is at odds with the significant
response observed in monodomain samples. We reveal that the domain-wall-driven response in striped
polydomain samples is partially mitigated by the BPVE, suggesting that enhanced efficiency could be
obtained in materials with cooperative rather than antagonistic interaction between the two mechanisms.
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We compute the bulk photovoltaic effect (BPVE) in BiFeO3 using first-principles shift current theory,
finding good agreement with experimental results. Furthermore, we reconcile apparently contradictory
observations: by examining the contributions of all photovoltaic response tensor components and
accounting for the geometry and ferroelectric domain structure of the experimental system, we explain
the apparent lack of BPVE response in striped polydomain samples that is at odds with the significant
response observed in monodomain samples. We reveal that the domain-wall-driven response in striped
polydomain samples is partially mitigated by the BPVE, suggesting that enhanced efficiency could be
obtained in materials with cooperative rather than antagonistic interaction between the two mechanisms.
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Ferroelectrics have recently received a great deal of
interest as photovoltaic materials [1–7]. Unlike traditional
photovoltaic devices, ferroelectrics do not require p-n
junctions to generate photocurrents. In fact, ferroelectrics
do not necessarily need separation of electrons and holes by
internal fields at all; photocurrent and photovoltage can be
observed in pure homogeneous single crystals. This is
known as the bulk photovoltaic effect [8–11]. As a result,
ferroelectric oxide materials including LiNbO3 and
BaTiO3 have been widely studied for their photovoltaic
properties, with substantial effort devoted to understanding
their origins [5–7,9,12–20].
BiFeO3 (BFO) is a well-known multiferroic material
that displays both large (90 C=cm2 ) polarization and
weak ferromagnetism [21]. Furthermore, it possesses a
relatively small band gap (2.74 eV) that falls in the visible
spectrum [22]. This presents a major advantage over other
ferroelectric oxides with large band gaps (typically
3:5 eV). There has been a flurry of interest in BiFeO3
as a photovoltaic, highlighting it as a viable candidate for
ferroelectric-based photovoltaic devices [1–4,7].
However, the origin of the observed photovoltaic properties is not quite clear. Recently, large photovoltages have
been observed opposite the direction of material polarization in BFO [3,4]. The photovoltage was attributed to the
periodic domain walls acting to both separate and collect
photoexcited carriers. The strong dependence of photovoltage on the density of domain walls supports this
hypothesis. However, while the bulk photovoltaic effect,
as observed in crystals such as LiNbO3 , was discarded as a
primary mechanism for the large photovoltages, the existence and impact of such an effect could not be ruled out or
quantified. Indeed, other studies of BFO evaluated the
photovoltaic responses parallel [7] and perpendicular [1]
to the ferroelectric polarization direction and observed
substantial photocurrent generation, strongly suggesting
that this effect should be significant even in samples with
0031-9007=12=109(23)=236601(5)

domain walls. The photocurrent in BFO has also been
reported as being generated uniformly throughout the
sample, consistent with a bulk effect [23]. Understanding
the contributions of various mechanisms involved in the
response collinear with material polarization is difficult, as
the experiments cannot separate the bulk photovoltaic
effect from polarization-dependent mechanisms like those
in Refs. [3,4]. Previously, we have demonstrated the ability
to compute the bulk photovoltaic response tensor in oxides
from first principles [24]. In the present Letter, we calculate the shift current response for BFO, showing good
agreement with the results from Ref. [1] and providing
estimates of the photocurrents collinear with the material
polarization. Using these results, we are able to determine
the impact of the bulk photovoltaic effect on the system
studied in Refs. [3,4], explaining its apparent absence.
In Ref. [24], it was demonstrated that the so-called
‘‘shift current’’ is the dominant mechanism of the bulk
photovoltaic effect in ferroelectric oxides BaTiO3 and
PbTiO3 . As shown there, and also in Refs. [13,25], a
perturbative treatment with a classical electromagnetic
field in the dipole approximation yields the expression
Jq ¼ rsq Er Es


e 2X Z
dkðf½n00 k  f½n0 kÞ
rsq ð!Þ ¼ e
m@! n0 ;n00
 hn0 kjP^ r jn00 kihn00 kjP^ s jn0 ki


@n0 n00 ðk; kÞ
 ½n00 q ðkÞ  n0 q ðkÞ
 
@kq
 ð!n00 ðkÞ  !n0 ðkÞ  !Þ

(1)

where n0 and n00 index the bands, k is the wave vector,
!n ðkÞ is the energy of the nth band, and rsq is a third-rank
tensor giving current density J as a response to electromagnetic field E.
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The expression is composed of a transition intensity
multiplied by the so-called shift vector
@ 0 00 ðk; kÞ
Rq ðn0 ; n00 ; kÞ ¼  n n
 ½n00 q ðkÞ  n0 q ðkÞ;
@kq
(2)
where n are the Berry connections for band n and nn0 is
the phase of the momentum matrix element between bands
n and n0 . The shift vector describes, on average, the displacement of coherent carriers during their lifetimes.
The Glass coefficient [10]
Grrq ¼

rrq ð!Þ
rr ð!Þ

(3)

describes the current response in a thick sample and
includes the effect of light attenuation due to absorption
coefficient rr ð!Þ.
BFO belongs to space group R3c. Shown in Fig. 1 is the
primitive (10 atom) unit cell with the polarization direction
along [0001] (z direction), as well as the relation to the
pseudocubic unit cell sometimes used, for which the polarization is along the [111] direction. BFO is nearly a
G-type antiferromagnetic material; however, it is found
that there is spin canting in the xy plane (perpendicular
to the polarization direction) [26]. Because of the small
magnitude ( 0:1 B per unit cell), this spin canting is
ignored in the present Letter and only spin-polarized calculations are performed. The experimental geometry is
used for calculations throughout.
In the coordinates of this geometry, a third-rank tensor,
such as the shift current response tensor, must have the
form
2
3
0
0
0
0 yzY yyY
4 yyY yyY
5; (4)
¼6
0 yzY
0
0 7
0
0
0
xxZ xxZ zzZ

FIG. 1 (color online). The rhombohedral unit cell of bismuth
ferrite with the polarization direction denoted by the gold arrow.
The two iron atoms are coordinated by distorted octahedral
oxygen cages, rotated in opposite directions. The structure is
only slightly distorted from the cubic perovskite structure, so the
pseudocubic unit cell, shown in the inset in relation to the
rhombohedral unit cell, is often used to represent the structure.
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where the electric field degrees of freedom have been
condensed to a single dimension, as in Voigt notation.
For clarity, we show the tensor index corresponding to
current direction in upper case letters, while the indices
giving the light polarization are in lower case letters. We
note that the above tensor is Cartesian, such that the rhombohedral lattice vectors in terms of Cartesian coordinates
are, by convention, A~ 1 ¼ ða2 ;  2pa ﬃﬃ3 ; c3Þ, A~ 2 ¼ ð0; paﬃﬃ3 ; 3cÞ,
A~ 3 ¼ ð a2 ;  pa ﬃﬃ ; 3cÞ.
2 3

The QUANTUM-ESPRESSO plane-wave density functional
theory (DFT) package was used to perform the DFT
calculation with a generalized gradient approximation
functional [27]. Norm-conserving, designed nonlocal
pseudopotentials were generated with the OPIUM package
[28,29]. All pseudopotentials, including iron [30], were
found to converge within a plane-wave cutoff energy of
50 Ry. We note that the inclusion of semicore states in iron
was crucial for obtaining the correct behavior. The selfconsistent calculation was first performed on an 8  8  8
k-point grid in order to produce the input charge density.
Next, non-self-consistent calculations were performed on
denser grids as needed to converge the results. Due to the
well-known tendency of DFT calculations to underestimate the localization of the d-orbital electrons, the
DFT þ U method is used in the calculation, including an
effective Hubbard Ueff ¼ U-J in the Hamiltonian. In order
to choose the proper Ueff value, the imaginary permittivity
was calculated in the long wavelength approximation with
different Ueff values and compared to experiment. Shown
in Fig. 2(a) are the real and imaginary permittivities, with
experimental data taken from Ref. [22]. We find that the
calculation with GGA þ Ueff ¼ 5 eV best matches the
experimental imaginary permittivity (dielectric loss) for
energies near the band gap, especially the energies of the
t2g and eg peaks. As is commonly the case with DFT
calculations, due in part to the absence of quasiparticle
corrections [31], the magnitude of the permittivity is substantially overestimated. This can been observed in hematite, as well [32,33], which is structurally and chemically
similar to BFO. For additional calibration, we calculate the

FIG. 2. In (a), the calculated components of the permittivity, ,
are compared to experiment. In (b), the calculated band gap is
shown to be 2.58 eV, 0.16 eV less than the experimentally
determined value of 2.74 eV [22].
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FIG. 3. (a) The calculated Glass coefficient, GyyY , and (b) bulk
photovoltaic coefficient, yyY , are shown, with the experimental
values marked for comparison [1].

gap using the same method in Ref. [22], shown in Fig. 2(b),
and find that the calculated value underestimates the experimental gap by 0.16 eV.
Shown in Fig. 3 are the calculated photovoltaic tensor
elements and Glass coefficients that yield current in the Y
direction in the plane normal to the polarization axis,
compared with the experimental results from Ref. [1].
We have adjusted our results to account for the slightly
lower band gap, shifting them right by 0.16 eV. Compared
to the experimental measurements of Glass coefficient
and shift current tensor (GyyY ¼ 4:48  1010 cm=V and
yyY ¼ 1:1  104 V1 around the photon energy of
2.85 eV in Ref. [1]), our results agree very well.
The complete shift current and Glass coefficient tensors
can be found in the Supplemental Material [34].
In Ref. [3], the photovoltaic response to unpolarized
light is measured in a thin film with parallel 71 domain
walls. The orientation of domains in the experimental setup
is shown in Fig. 4. The net material polarization is normal
to the domain walls, and the photocurrent is measured both
parallel and perpendicular to the in-plane component of
net material polarization, while photovoltage is measured
only parallel to the in-plane component of net material

polarization. While high response in the antiparallel direction is observed for polydomain samples, with photovoltage
scaling linearly with domain density, little or no photovoltage is detected for monodomain crystals, and negligible
photocurrent is measured perpendicular to net polarization,
supporting the proposed mechanism of domain-walldriven generation of large photovoltages. However, based
on the results for photocurrent in the plane normal to the
polarization obtained in Ref. [1], the authors speculate that
the bulk photovoltaic response along the polarization
direction should be significant. This view is supported by
their studies of the photocurrent parallel to polarization [7].
The calculated response tensor elements yielding current in the material polarization direction are shown in
Fig. 5. The direction is uniformly parallel, rather than
antiparallel, to the material polarization, and similar in
magnitude to the in-plane response. These results appear
to confirm that the bulk photovoltaic effect constitutes a
meaningful contribution to the response observed in the
experimental setup. However, the geometry of the system
shown in Fig. 4, especially the orientation of the domain
polarization to the incident illumination, suggests a more
complicated picture, as many different tensor elements will
contribute to the observed response. As evident from
Eq. (4), some of these elements have opposite sign from
one another, allowing for the possibility that significant
cancellations may occur. To properly calculate the
response, the field of the incoming radiation must first be
expressed in the coordinate system of the material, as used
to express the response tensor. For both domains,
3
cosð Þ
qﬃﬃ
6
7
6 sinð Þ 1 7
Eð Þ ¼ E0 6
37
7
6
4
qﬃﬃ 5
2
sinð Þ 3
2

(5)

for light with wave vector parallel to y and polarization
angle
to xL =xR . In accordance with Malus’s law,

FIG. 4 (color online). The experimental setup of Refs. [3,4].
The film shown in (a) is composed of alternating domains with
polarizations of adjacent domains at 71 angles to one another.
Large photovoltages and photocurrents are observed when electrodes, appearing as strips on top of the terminal domains, are
placed parallel to the domains. No response is observed when the
electrodes are perpendicular to the domains (not shown). In (b),
the orientation of the pseudocubic unit cell and polarization for
each domain are shown, along with the principal axes of the
experimental coordinate frame. The domains are labeled one
with the letter R and the color green, and the other with the letter
L and the color blue.

FIG. 5. The photovoltaic response tensor elements for current
collinear with the material polarization.
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FIG. 6 (color online). The relationship between the principal
 y,
 z)
axes of the material coordinates and the lab coordinates (x,
in Fig. 4. The zR and zL axes are parallel to the polarization in
their respective domains; the xR and xL are in the x z plane; and
yR and yL complete the orthogonal bases.

unpolarized light can be decomposed into any two fields of
perpendicular polarization; we select to be 0 and 90 for
both domains. After computing the response in the material
frame, we must rotate the current density vector back into
the lab coordinate system. Thus, for unpolarized, overhead
illumination, the total response can be calculated as


Ei ð0 ÞEj ð0 Þ þ Ei ð90 ÞEj ð90 Þ
Jl ¼ RRlk ijk
2




E
ð0
ÞE
ð0
Þ
þ Ei ð90 ÞEj ð90 Þ
i
j
þ RLlk ijk
;
2
where RR and RL rotate from the principal axes of the two
domain types, denoted as (xR , yR , zR ) and (xL , yL , zL ) and
shown in green and blue, respectively, in Fig. 6, to experi y,
 z) and shown in red,
mental coordinates, denoted as (x,
where z is parallel to the in-plane component of net material polarization, y is normal to the film surface, and x is
orthogonal to y and z, forming a right-handed coordinate
system. In the barred system,
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
xR ¼ @pﬃﬃﬃ ; 0; pﬃﬃﬃA;
xL ¼ @pﬃﬃﬃ ; 0;  pﬃﬃﬃA;
2
2
2
2
0
0
1
1
sﬃﬃﬃ
sﬃﬃﬃ
1
2
1
1
2
1
yL ¼ @pﬃﬃﬃ ; ; pﬃﬃﬃA;
yR ¼ @ pﬃﬃﬃ ; ; pﬃﬃﬃA;
6 3 6
6 3 6
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
zR ¼ @ pﬃﬃﬃ ;  pﬃﬃﬃ ; pﬃﬃﬃA;
zL ¼ @pﬃﬃﬃ ;  pﬃﬃﬃ ; pﬃﬃﬃA:
3
3 3
3
3 3
The components of the total current in the lab frame are
shown in Fig. 7. The current in the x direction—parallel to
the domain walls—vanishes, in agreement with experiment. The current in the z direction is substantial, however,
and proceeds in the opposite direction of the experimental
response, indicating that the two photovoltaic effects partially cancel. The magnitude of this component is a large
fraction of the experimentally measured current, suggesting that the reduction in current may be significant.
In the single-domain case, where the impact of carrier

FIG. 7. The calculated current densities per light intensity in
the lab frame of the BFO film, with the experimental value from
Ref. [3] marked by the dashed red line. The current in the x
direction, parallel to the domain walls, vanishes, while much of the
remaining current is directed toward the bottom of the sample.

separation at domain walls is suppressed, one might expect
a photovoltage in the opposite direction, but experimentally negligible photovoltage was observed. However, a
large portion of the current is directed to the lower surface,
especially in a thin film geometry. Upon illumination,
layers of carriers will form on the surfaces, allowing any
charge imbalances between electrodes to rapidly equilibrate without domain-wall traps in between. Thus, any
shift current in the z direction will be prevented from
sustaining a photovoltage in that direction, due to the
conductivity of the surfaces resulting from the y directed
photovoltage. This is also consistent with the observation
of significant photocurrent obtained in Ref. [2], where the
orientation of the crystal to the incident light is the same
but current is measured in the direction perpendicular to
that of the setup in Ref. [3].
We have reconciled the large bulk photovoltaic response
found in Refs. [1,4] with the apparent negligible contribution evinced in Ref. [3] through first-principles calculations. Importantly, we find that the bulk photovoltaic effect
will partially cancel domain-wall-driven carrier separation,
indicating that even higher efficiencies may be possible.
Effective photovoltaic materials may be found which take
advantage of a domain-wall structure of the kind explored
in Refs. [3,4], especially as a mechanism of trapping
carriers, but relying on the bulk photovoltaic effect to
contribute to carrier separation rather than suppress it.
S. M. Y. was supported by the Department of Energy,
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Office of Scientific Research, Air Force Materiel
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A. M. R. was supported by the Office of Naval Research
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